


Everybody needs a uniform to conquer the world in.



HENRIKSILVIUS!!
The brand was born out of the need for change.!

A new vision for menswear. !!
“I have always believed that clothes makes people stronger. What you 
wear expresses your identity and brings you closer towards your goals. 
Living life in a wheelchair has given me a different eye level and 
perspective of the world around us. I have seen the reality and realized 
I have to change it - and to be honest, who wouldn’t want to do that? !
With my imagination and creative urge I knew what I had to do. My 
vision in life has always been - and will always be - honing reality.” !!
The brand is the honed reality and aims to give menswear a new range 
of opportunities. A man’s wardrobe often lacks the potential of doing 
anything but to make sure he is not naked. Or cold.!
Menswear needs the possibility to boost the individuality, strength, 
attitude, sex appeal and playfulness. The possibility of supporting your 
own ideal.!!
The brand believes in the visual seduction more than anything and 
brings the man into a luxurious and minimalistic world.  !!
HENRIKSILVIUS is an ongoing revolution of menswear. It is not plain. It 
is exquisite.

CAESAREAN - SS15!!
The collection features 15 looks inspired by fashion dolls and 

superheroes. !!
“When I started working on this collection, which is my first, I really 
wanted the clothes to portray the story of my visions and me as a 
designer. Inspired by the idea of the uniform everybody needs to 
conquer the world in, and my lifelong obsession with contradictions, I 
started sketching the fusion of the fashion doll and the superhero.”!!
The idea of bringing together extremely feminine elements and 
extremely masculine elements have been essential in the making of the 
CAESAREAN collection. The polished fashion doll represents a 
caricatured and passive female universe. The superhero, on the other 
hand, represents a caricatured and active male universe. As a child 
these are fantasies and future ideals that fades away getting older. The 
collection explores the fusion of the best and worst from both ideals in a 
grown up world.!!
The collection features a very strong and voluminous silhouette, 
delicate fabrics and splendid details.!!
CAESAREAN is a man-made beginning of the individual’s quest to 
conquer the world.



HENRIKSILVIUS was founded on January 1st 2014. Behind the Copenhagen 
based brand stands 24 years old Henrik Silvius. !

Henrik is well known for his successful menswear blog and his bold styling for 
various magazines.  !

The first HENRIKSILVIUS collection had its debut on the runway at Copenhagen 
Fashion Week on August 6th 2014. The show was a instant success and the 

response has been massive around the world.

On the following pages you can find the HENRIKSILVIUS Spring/Summer 2015 campaign and a selection of pictures from the runway show.



















For further info or pictures in high resolution, please contact rb@henriksilvius.com
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